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Telling versus Counting?
A Media-Archaelogical Point of View
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etween the cultural practices of telling and counting one finds both an
affinity and a disjunction; narration and the numerical code can be seen

as functions of alternating conditions of the media. The numerical order, the
basis of digital technologies, has always already been performed as a cultural
practice before becoming technically materialized. Rather than attempting a
linear chronological trajectory, the changing historical relation between telling
and counting can be described as reconfigurations affected by different media
or even media theories.
It was a decisive act of cultural engineering in the occident when an
unknown adaptor of the Phoenician syllabic alphabet, somewhere in Greece
around 800 B.C., invented additional, elementary symbols to register spoken
vowels in order to store and transmit Homer's epics. 1 This brings us close to a
media theory of ac/counting: oral traditions privilege the narrative mode; on the
level of letters, though, every linguistic unit becomes countable. The form of
the Homeric hexameter already provided a mnemotechnical tool, a skeleton
that performance could fill with narrative flesh.2
Today, in the online-edition of the Microsoft encyclopedia Encarta, we can
even hear a spoken rendition for the very literal entry tell, a re-entry of orality
that is filtered by digital procedures. 3 To tell, we learn, as a transitive verb does
1. See Barry B. Powell, Homer and the Origin of the Greek Alphabet, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1991.
2. See Joachim Latacz, Troia una Homer, Munich, Berlin, Verlag Koehler & Amelang,
2001.

3. Encarta® World English Dictionary [North American Edition] © & (P) Microsoft
Corporation, 2001, http://dictionary.msn.com/find/entry.asp?refid=i86i7i89c>5.
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not mean only "a live account in speech or writing of events or facts" (that is,
to tell a story), but also "to count things" (to tell a rosary, for example). The very
nakire of digital operations and telling thus coincide.
ANNALS

The old English tellan derives from a prehistoric Germanic word meaning "to put
in order" (both in narration and counting). We find this kind of non-explanatory
and paratactic mode in the epic discourse. 4 Homer, in his Iliad, already used
the form of listing in the appropriately called "Catalogue of Ships" — literally
counting the ships and their leaders by names (see especially verse Β 493). This
set-piece description is paradigmatic of a narrative pause, "a passage at the level
32

of narration to which nothing corresponds at the level of story. The plot does
not advance, but something is described." 5 How can such a form of listed
knowledge be culturally transmitted over centuries? The bard may actually have
inherited the form of memory kept by military lists of troops in the Mycenaean
age, written in linear B, that is, a muster-list which he turned into verse?6 Here,
telling is counting 7 — a practice well known from ancient Oriental lists of
rulers.
Narration assimilates information by re-counting it in the synecdochical
mode. 8 To narrate, we learn from Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary (1913),
is etymologically related to knowing. Knowledge in fact is coupled to the very
act of telling, i.e. providing a narrative sequence when apparently insignificant
facts are being interwoven into a complex reality that cannot be observed di
rectly. Between counting and telling, such sequences are well known from nonliterary accounts of history. Gregory of Tours, in the early medieval age, wrote

4. See William }. Brandt, The Shape of Medieval History, New Haven, Yale Uni
versity Press, 1966, p. 86.
5. Don P. Fowler, "Narrate and Describe: The Problem of Ekphrasis", in The
Journal of Roman Studies, No. 81, 1991, p. 25.
6. Or is it indeed "much more likely that the Catalogue began as it ended, as
poetry"? Richard Hope Simpson, John F. Lazenby, The Catalogue of the Ships in Homers
"Iliad", Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1970, p. 160.
7. Christoph Albrecht, "Listen von Macht und Begehren", Frankfuner Allgemeine
Zeitung, No. 144, June 25, 2002, p. 49.
8. See Hayden White, Metahistory: Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century
Europe, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973.
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a history of mankind year by year (cunctam annorum congeriem connotare), with
the connotation of connotare being both "telling" and mathematical counting
in discrete leaps. Today, historiography rigorously separates narrated time from
calculated time, but early Medieval Europe reads them together. 9 For example,
in Regensburg, a supplement to the Annales Fuldenses comments on the year
884: instanti anno, quo ista conputamus.10

The conjunction between telling

stories and counting time is more than just a word game: verbs like conter,
contar, raccontare, erzahlen, to tell are testimonies of a way of perceiving realities that oscillate between narrative and statistics.
erzahlen, ahd. irzellen (8. Jh.), mhd. erzel(le)n steht zunàchst (àhnlich wie ahd.
zellen, mhd. zeln, s. zahlen) fur zahlen, (der Reihe nach) aufzâhlen, auch bei der
Darstellung von Ereignissen und Taten, daher (im Rechtswesen) „ofifentlich hersagen
und verkunden" und allgemein „mundlich mitteilen, berichten". Die letztere
Bedeutung ist dann allein auf erzahlen iibergegangen, wahrend nhd. zahlen auf
den rechnerischen Bereich eingeschrànkt wird; doch halt sich die alte Bedeutung
„aufzahlen" gelegentlich bis ins 18. Jh.11
In later medieval times, telling-as-counting was not restricted to linguistic
practices. The hourly ringing of bells in monasteries—an acoustic media of
structuring time—as well reminded of a technologically enhanced rule-governed,
almost algorithmic symbolic order. T h e meaning of Latin computus

thus

encompassed a mechanical order as well as a symbolical one, and the quantification of time was transformed from an ancient counting to an allegorical
interpretation.
To tell as a transitive verb means "to count things". When all sensual
dimensions are quantifiable, even the temporal resolution, telling gets liberated

9. Arno Borst, Computus. Zeit und Zahl in der Geschichte Europas, Berlin, Verlag
Klaus Wagenbach, 1990, p. 29-116; footnote p. 77.
10. "In this very year when we are telling this story...", quoted in Arno Borst,
Computus. Zeit und Zahl in der Geschichte Europas, p. 41, referring to Annales Fuldenses
(anonymous medieval author), anno 884, in Monumenta Germaniae Historica, series
Scriptores rerum Germanicarum, vol. 7, Hannover, 1891, p. 112.
11. "In medieval German, 'erzahlen (telling) originally meant counting in a sequential order. For example, in the representation of events, which in legal matters got the
meaning oi'public declaration as well. This meaning shifted to what we mean by telling
today, while 'zahlen got restricted to counting, even if both uses could overlap until the
18th century." Etymologisches Worterbuch des Deutschen, Wolfgang Pfeifer (éd.), Berlin
(Akademie), 1993, p. 298. My translation.
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from the narrative grip—a media-archaeological amnesia of cultural techniques
like that of the early Medieval annales, a sequential notation of temporal events
with no metahistorical, narrative préfiguration. We get a glimpse of a way of
processing cultural experience that does not need stories (not yet? not any more?).
Modern historians, though, are obliged not just to order data like antiquaries, but
also to propose models of relations between them, to interpret plausible connections between events. Here, the difference between tableau as statistical form
(annalism) and as painting (historiography) becomes evident. According to George
Kubler it is the historian's task to recognize the shape of time and to describe it
appropriately on different kinds of tableaux.12 The Annales Sangallenses, figuring
as an early medieval form of record of events in the 1826 scholarly edition of the
Monumenta

Germaniae Historica (series Scriptores), render events (like the me-

dieval recordatio) as a list of entries, but also of non-entries, empty storage spaces
that provide gaps for reading, silence as statement. Chronometrics count with
non-events as well — the serial character of human existence (fig. 1).
As we learn from Lessing's 1766 treatise Laocoon, only such gaps make
readers or betrayers participate actively, since they project their own visions
(letters, images) into the voids — the condition for aesthetic experience. 13 It was
with the invention of printing that Gutenberg could, in a media-archaeological
context, literally calculate with empty spaces: in printing (as with typewriters
and computer keyboards), even the empty key counts. In digital 0/1 computing,
even absence counts as value — nulla rosa est (as expressed in medieval scholastics). "Chante (imagine), ma Muse, le Rien: ne méprise pas la tâche / Car
Rien est une gemme, Rien est de l'or précieux." 14 Does something like "human
nature" really ask to avoid semantic vacui?15 Even annalism with all its discrete

12. George Kubler, The Shape of Time: Remarks on the History of Things, New
Haven, London, Yale University Press, 1963.
13. Hans Dieter Huber, Angela Bulloch, Die Matrix des Sehens, Handout (May
2002) to the exhibition of Angela Bulloch's Pixel Works in the art gallery Schipper &
Krome, Berlin, June-July 2002.
14. Jean Passerat, Carmen De Nihilo, in Marten Schoock, Tractatus Philosophicus
de nihilo, Groningen, Typis Viduae Edzardi Agricole, 1661, p. 125. See Victor I. Stoichita,
L'instauration du tableau. Métapeinture à l'aube des Temps Modernes, Paris, Méridiens
Klincksieck, 1993, p. 300.
15. Matthew Schlesinger, "Production of Utterance and Language Acquisition", in
Dan Isaac Slobin (éd.), The Ontogenesis of Grammar, New York, Academic Press, 1971,
p. 63-101.
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Fig. ι. Anonymous, Annales Sangallenses Maiores, Codex 915, MS, p. 196, year 956 (with kind permission by
Stiftsbibliothek St. Gallen, Switzerland).

gaps implicitly imposes a narrative form on the events by means that are poetic
in nature: 16
The Middle Ages stood by the archaeologist. His ability to look at mere fragments
in a glass case and yet see the whole vessel as it should appear and to forget
completely its fragmentary state, this ability was native to the medieval mind. [...]
The medieval mind set the Whole before the parts and found it easier than we do

16. Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Nanative Discourse and Historical
Representation, Baltimore, London, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987, p. 42.
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Genette, 27 instead of its narration, resembles a diagram rather than a picture
and requires anonymous pattern recognition instead of the personal narrator.
Between the discrete entries, though, there is always space left for biographical
micro-narrative information.
Chronology may supply order in the temporal arrangement of events, but
it does not supply explicit patterning, and that is what separates proper history
from chronicles and annals. The explicit plotting of time describes, organizes,
and explains events, persons, and actions in the past all at one and the same
time. Chronicles offer their readers "one thing after the other"; proper histories
provide their readers with "one thing because of the other". 28
LESSING'S

LAOCOON

38
W h e n Lessing published his essay Laokoon oder die Grenzen der Malerey und
der Poésie, he revolutionized meditations on the semiotics of the arts by providing them with a media theory (as opposed, for example, to Immanuel Kant's
rather abstract notion of a spatio-temporal a priori). Lessing discusses the different aesthetic qualities of one and the same subject (the death of Trojan priest
Laocoon and his sons) in sculptural versus epic representation (Homer's Iliad,
Virgil's Aeneid). Thus Lessing has become a theoretician of "intermediality"
avant la lettre, by insisting that—based on their respective media qualities —
painting cannot simply be translated into poetry and vice versa. According to
Lessing, "succession of time is the province of the poet just as space is that of
the painter." 29 His argument of space-based versus time-based arts seems more
actual than ever (at least as a media-analytic question). Whereas in art historical
iconology literature and the visual arts seem to be interchangeable in ekphrasis,
the archaeological gaze registers their discontinuity; classical archaeologists refuse
to compare the Homeric epic with the figures on the Dipylon vase. Homer's
description of Achilles's shield seems to fulfil Lessing's aesthetic claim, since
instead of a verbal picture he gives us the genetic story of how the weapon is

27. See Gérard Genette, Narrative Discourse, trans. Jane E. Lewin, Oxford, Basil
Blackwell, 1980.
28. Robert F. Berkhofer (Jr.), Beyond the Great Story: History as Text and Discourse,
Cambridge (MA.), Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1995, p. 117.
29. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Laocoôn: An Essay on the Limits of Painting and
Poetry, trans. Edward Allen McCormick, Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press, 1984
[1766], p. 91.
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being made by the god Hephaistos. In this literary description of a work of art,
we find traces of both linearization and non-linearization. We find a similar
situation in book I of Virgil's Aeneid: when the protagonist is thrown on the
shore of Carthage, he is surprised to see scenes of warfare he is familiar with
in the painted panels that decorate the temple of Juno. In fact, he sees his own
past as part of the Trojan War. In the logic of Virgil's epic this leads to an
ekphrasis with Aeneas telling the stories of what he sees:
In this [...] Virgil has confused the pictorial and the narrative, and in so doing he
has subordinated the art of Dido's Punic painters to the art of the Aeneid. In Virgil's
ekphrasis, we begin with spatial markers [...]. These are qualified and finally replaced by the strictly temporal habits of the narrative [...]; significantly, Aeneas is
pulled into the temporal, not painterly, narrative by this sympathetic response [...].
[...] The Virgilian narrative gains ascendancy over the pictorial:30
Description

is at odds with narrative, as accentuated in the appropriate

entry in the Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des
métiers (1751-1780). In natural history it means a discrete mode of representation
("Plus un corps est composé, plus il est nécessaire de décrire les détails de son
organisation, pour en exposer le jeu & la mécanique"; in geometry it means
"l'action de tracer une ligne, une surface, etc."); finally in literature:
Une description est l'énumération des attributs d'une chose, dont plusieurs sont
accidentelles [...]. Une description au premier coup d'ceil a l'air d'une définition;
elle est même convertible avec la chose décrite, mais elle ne la fait pas connoître
à fond, parce qu'elle n'en renferme pas ou n'en expose pas les attributs essentiels.31
That is, description remains exterior to the essence of things — by virtue
of the archaeological (instead of the historicizing) gaze.
SPACE, MOVEMENT, CINEMATOGRAPHICS

Is film the media-dialectical conjunction of the two semiotic regimes Lessing
tried to separate categorically? Cinematography has created a new perception
of central temporal categories like simultaneity and the spatialization of time;

30. Diskin Clay, "The Archaeology of the Temple to Juno in Carthage (Aen. 1.44693)", Classical Philology, No. 83, January 1988, p. 200.
31. Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des ans et des métiers, vol. 4,
Paris, 1754, p. 878.
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"thus film has merged Lessing's separation of spatially and temporally performative arts."32 In his theory of cinematographic montage, Sergei Eisenstein refers
to El Greco's painterly representation of Laocoon in order to describe his idea
of the "ecstatic" moments in film.33 And any attempt to put the Laocoon sculpture into film would have to refer to Virgil's narrative in order to get to a
dramatic climax of the figurative constellation and picturesque pose of the
Trojan priest and his sons at the moment of deadly out-cry (as action). 34 Lessing's
differential media theory of spatiality (painting, sculpture) versus temporality
(verbal narrative) has indeed been translated into film theory by Rudolf Arnheim.
His essay "New Laocoon" tries to defend the art of silent movies against the new
age of film + sound, that is, from the moment when text, in the form of voices
and voice-over, enters not only the space between the images but the images
themselves. Only with silent movies did Arnheim see the chance for the appropriate representation of "pregnant moments" (as Lessing called them) that require implicit rather than verbally explicit expression.35 How close is film to
theatre (Lessing's telos)? Jean-Luc Godard's movie Passion (1982) freezes the
temporal succession of moving images into painterly stillness of pregnancy
(gestures of passion, in Aby Warburg's sense) by letting his actors perform tableaux
vivants of famous pictures like Rembrandt's Die Nachtwache

(1642). A "still"

composed from moving images is uncanny, however, resulting in a cognitive
dissonance. Dynamic stasis is a paradox, a non-narrative.

32. Walter Hagenbiichle, Nanative Strukturen in Literatur una Film. Schilten ein
Roman von Hermann Burger. Schilten ein Film von Beat Kuert, Bern et al, Lang, 1990,
p. 93.
33. See Manfredo Tafuri, "The Dialectics of the Avantgarde: Piranesi and Eisenstein",
Oppositions. A Journal for Ideas and Criticism in Architecture, No. 11, Winter 1977, p. 72110. Also Sergei Eisenstein, "Piranesi, or the Fluidity of Forms", Manfredo Tafuri (éd.),
The Sphere and the Labyrinth, Avant-Gardes and Architecture from Piranesi to the îçjos,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, MIT Press, 1990.
34. Joachim Paech, Passion oder die Einbildungen des Jean-Luc Godard, Frankfurt
am Main, Deutsches Filmmuseum, 1989, p. 41. See also, by the same author, "Eine
Szene machen. Zur raumlichen Konstruktion filmischen Erzahlens", in Hans Beller u.a.
(éd.), Onscreen / Offscreen. Grenzen, Ubergânge und Wandel des filmischen Raumes,
Stuttgart, Verlag Hatje Cantz, 2000, p. 93-121.
35. Rudolf Arnheim, "A New Laocoon. Artistic Composites and the Talking Film",
Film as An, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, University of California Press, 1957, p. 199230.
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Media-archaeology of cinematography frequently refers back to the kind of
chronicle of events depicted on the so-called Tapestry of Bayeux, where the
continuous story of the Norman invasion of England is rythmically interrupted
by the painterly interpolation of trees and towers that both link and separate the
single "frames." This is a pre-cinematic form of cutting that has often been
compared to film or comic strips, with abrupt changes of place, jumps in time
and flash-backs (while the tapestry, in fact, guides the eye successively through
time and space). 36 Film, in the sense of Lessing's Hamburger Dramaturgie

and

Hugo Miinsterberg's Photo-Play, remembered for its close connections with
theatre, cannot show the simultaneous coexistence of action in space; a dia
logue, for example, is represented by a sequence of shot and counter-shot, thus
cutting homogeneous space into segments. At this point, a virtual space is
created on a cognitive level in the viewer's mind. Physically, though, film puts
sequences one after another on the celluloid reel —just like on the Bayeux
tapestry.
Similarly, the tri-partite video-projection You never know the whole story by
Ute Friedrike JiirB in the Museum for Contemporary Art (ZKM Karlsruhe,
2000) presented electronic images in narrative recess; the apparent lack of motion
resulted from the different media pattern: "In spite of Lessing's Laocoon claim,
the press-photography—different from sculpture and painting—by its very nature
as a momentary snap-shot, is already, by its very mode of production, an image
of time brought to a stand-still."37 The theatrical or filmic tableau vivant differs
from a classical painting exactly by being time-based. Thomas Levin calls this
media crossover, this paradoxical translation of Lessing's paradigm into the age
of electronic media, "hybrid intermediality". 38 Does installation art return us to
the spatial dimension of the image?

36. Ulrich Kuder, Der Teppich von Bayeux oder: Wer hatte die Fdden in der Hand?,
Frankfurt am Main, Fischer, 1994, p. 7-26 (23); see also Anatole Jakovsky, "Encore quelques
mots en marge de la Tapisserie de Bayeux", L'Age Nouveau, vol. 21,1947, p. 24-27, which
compares the tapestry with early Russian films.
37. Thomas Y. Levin, "You Never Know the Whole Story. Ute Friederike JiirB und
die Asthetik des heterochronen Bildes", in Ute Friederike }ϋτβ, "You Never Know the
Whole Story" (exhibition catalogue), Gotz Adriani (éd.), Ostfildern-Ruit, Verlag Hatje
Cantz, 2000, p. 57.

38. Thomas Y. Levin, "You Never Know the Whole Story", p. 61.
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What better place than the museum to confront the cinema once more with itself
and its history? A curious s*et of parallels has evolved between the museum as a
space of contemplation, and the electronic vision machines [...]; the museum as
a site of aesthetic distance and reflection, and scientific instruments of calculation,
of mathematics as means of measuring and monitoring.39
The very technical apriori (more or less 24 frames per second) of any film
or video projection of a tableau vivant undercuts the apparent visual simultaneity. The indexical basis of technical images is no longer space but time (and
its time-axis manipulation)—which links it with narrative in a way that Lessing
wanted to exclude. But there are forms of re-entry for space, a kind of second
order return to Lessing's theorem. Montage, as the internal operation of moving
images in Mike Figgis' movie Timecode (2000), takes place not only in time but
in space as well, on the squared screen, thus surpassing Robert Altman's Short
Cuts (1993). In a dialogue at the end of the film this form becomes ironically
self-reflexive in a kind of parody of early Soviet theories of cinematographic
montage: "Beyond montage. Digital video has arrived at last."
THE SPAT1ALIZATION OF TELLING: DIGITAL AESTHETICS (INTERNET AND COMPUTER GAMES)

Against cinematographic sequencing, digital interface aesthetics privileges
spatialization again, with its Windows perspective and hypertextual logic. Pixelbased media lead to the re-entry of narrative as calculation, and in the acoustic
realm (techno-music) allows for sampling and intervals by time-stretching and
time-compression.40 Narrative on the emphatic literary level (raconter) is being
replaced by literally counting micro-events on the media-archaeological level.
Among the attempts to spatialize digital communication, the Virtual Reality Modeling Language was conceived for virtual worlds hyperlinked with the
World Wide Web. And computer games, though apparently performing stories
or at least plots on the surface level, are not based on linear narratives any
more, but strictly on algorithms and processual trees. Maybe in a deep culturaltechnological perspective, this is no contradiction:

39. Thomas Elsaesser, "Introduction: Harun Farocki", Senses of Cinema, No. 21,
2002, http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/02/21/farocki_intro.html.
40. Honke Rambow, "Rhythmus, Zeit, Stille", in Kunstforum International, No. 151,
July-September 2000, p. 179-184.
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In many computer games, from the original Zork to the best-selling CD-ROM Myst,
narrative and time itself are equated with movement through space (i.e., going to
new rooms or levels). In contrast to modern literature, theater, and cinema, which
are built around the psychological tensions between characters, these computer
games return us to the ancient forms of narrative where the plot is driven by the
spatial movement of the main hero, traveling through distant lands.41
The co-ordinates of three-dimensional space become the medium of ac/
counting—beyond writing. Is this the return to an ancient Greek, topologybased notion of narrative diegesis, which effectively meant routing? 42 Augmented
Reality plays with this practice, when the user in real (urban) space is being
equipped with a mini-computer, a GPS receiver and audio-visual devices.
In the digital era, with its re-entry of narrative as calculation, the question
arises as to whether "intermediality" is not already a perspective of the previous
media age, since in digital space all sensual differences between images, sounds
and texts are equally dissolved into strings of numbers. Thus it is worth remembering once more a different, non-narrative meaning of telling: "to be able to
distinguish things", "to be able to tell one thing from the other" — the very nature
of binary calculations. This addresses the core problem of digital mediality, with
its smallest units (bits) being arranged in differential sequences. The media
artist Angela Bulloch extremely slows down a digitized version of Michelangelo
Antonioni's movie Blow-Up (1966) and at the same time extremely enlarges the
single pixels, thus making the media-archaeological level of digital narrative
transparent by geometrizing the traditional cinematic frame (even more radically than the video by Les LeVeque, 4 Vertigo (2000), which sequentializes
Alfred Hitchcock's movie down to the level of one frame per second). Temporally serial data are thus being re-translated into spatial orders again —reminding
us of the pre-modern cultural engineering of memory (ars memoriae).
Behind the celebrated pictorial turn we find nothing else but the calculating space from Gotthold Ephraim Lessing's textually expressed theory of time —
and space-based arts to Peter Greenaway's experimental movie Drowning by
Numbers

(1988) and Bulloch's media-archaeology of discrete pixels. Theoria

41. Lev Manovich, "Global Algorithm 1.3: The Aesthetics of Virtual Worlds. Report
From Los Angeles", Ctheory, 22 May 1996, http://www.ctheory.net/text_file.asp?pick=34
42. Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall, Berkeley,
University of California Press, 1984, p. 129; originally published as: L'invention du quotidien. 1. Arts de faire, Paris, Union générale d'éditions, 1980.
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wanders from the visual to the numerical. Digital media, in fact, reduce everything to numbers, with profound consequences for the nature of visual realism. "When all dimensions that affect the reality effect—detail, tone, colour,
shape, movement—are quantified," reality itself can be related to a set of numbers43—a world-view well known from Pythagoras, a cultural-technological
Moebius-loop between 5th century Greece (B.C.) and the present. Thus Lessing's
essay on Laocoôn, when revisited with a media-archaeological perspective, is
worth reading against its own logic; the opposition between space-based visual
media and time-based literary media collapses when telling becomes counting
by numbers again.

44
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La symphonie-histoire d'Alfred Schnittke.
Intermediate, cinéma, musique
JOHANNE VILLENEUVE

• Cet article propose, dans un premier temps, une définition de l'intermédialité
fondée sur les « qualités médiatiques ». Dans un deuxième temps, il prend pour
exemple la Symphonie n° ι d'Alfred Schnittke, composée à partir d'archives
cinématographiques du XXe siècle. La complexité archéologique du travail musical de Schnittke tient à deux effets qui ne sont pas étrangers l'un à l'autre : le
sens de l'intrigue qui pénètre ces compositions musicales, et la dimension
archivistique qui, de la matérialité des films en tant que «documents de travail », passe dans la musicalité. Ce travail s'organise autour de deux axes narratifs : une impossible histoire de la musique en miroir d'une impossible histoire
humaine; une mise en intrigue intermédiatique et souterraine dont le pôle
d'attraction est l'indescriptible événementialité de la Seconde Guerre mondiale. Le croisement de la narrativité musicale et de la narrativité cinématographique y fait apparaître des « enchantements » qui tiennent aux « traces de
l'oralité », soit aux qualités médiatiques du son et à la performance des corps.
La narrativité historique se trouve alors critiquée et renversée par la transfiguration vivante de la technique.
• This article first proposes a definition of intermediality based upon the idea
of "mediatic qualities". Secondly, it takes as an example Alfred ^chjuttkei-ist—,
Symphony, composed fromfilm archives aLthe_2oth century. T]ie_aLcliaeolQgi=cal complexity of Schnittke's musical work rests upon two_e_ffects that are not
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' foreign to each other: the sense of plot that penetrates his musical compositionsr
and the archival dimension that, considering the materiality of films as "work
documents", passes into the musicality. This work is organised along two narrative axis: an impossible history of music which mirrors an impossible human
history; an intermediatic and underground narrativization who's attractive pole
is the indescribable event of the Second World War. The cross-cutting of musical narrativity and cinematographic narrativity produce "enchantments" that
depend on "traces of orality", i.e. the mediatic qualities of sound and the body's
performance. Historical narrativity is hence criticized and subverted by the live
transfiguration of technique.
/
180/

Telling versus Counting
WOLFGANG ERNST

• Il existe une tension épistémologique entre raconter et compter, et cette
tension pourrait être perçue comme reposant sur des conditions médiatiques.
La thèse que défend cet article est une dé-mystification de l'ère digitale, une
sorte d'amnésie média-archéologique : le numérique, qui fonde toute les technologies digitales, a toujours été mis de l'avant comme une pratique culturelle
de médiatisation de la réalité. Alors que l'acte de conter a été efficace sur le
plan discursif, une autre façon d'aborder et de traiter la réalité a toujours déjà
été mise en œuvre avant d'être techniquement matérialisée. Raconter, après
tout, ne veut pas seulement dire « rendre compte oralement ou par écrit d'une
série d'événements ou de faits», mais renvoie également au fait de «compter».
Plutôt que de tenter une trajectoire chronologique linéaire, la relation historique qui lie « raconter » et « compter » pourrait être décrite à partir de reconfigurations dépendant de différents médias.
• There is an epistemological tension between the cultural practices of telling
and counting; this tension can be seen as a function of mediatic conditions. The
thesis of the following essay is a de-mystification of the digital age, a kind of
media-archaeological amnesia: the numerical, which is the basis of digital technologies, has always been performed as a cultural practice of mediating reality.
While story-telling has been successful on the discursive surface, an alternative
way of processing the real has always been at work before it became technically
materialized. To tell, after all, does not only mean "to give an account in speech
or writing of events or facts", but as well "to count things". Rather than attempt-
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ing a linear chronological trajectory, the historical relation in history between
telling and counting might be described as reconfigurations according to different media.

Le secret du raconteur
MARIE-PASCALE HUGLO

• À partir d'une interrogation sur le temps du récit raconté, l'article trace les
contours de ce que l'on pourrait appeler la présence narrative. Loin d'être une
simple question de temps verbal, la présence narrative implique une mémoire
complexe que le raconteur tresse sous un mode spécifique, celui du secret. Il
s'agit donc d'examiner les liens entre récit, mémoire et secret, pour ensuite
proposer une lecture de L'appareil-photo de Jean-Philippe Toussaint. L'hypothèse suivant laquelle la mémoire à l'œuvre dans le récit de Toussaint est non
seulement littéraire mais aussi cinématographique ouvre à l'idée d'une mémoire
non seulement intertextuelle mais aussi intermédiale (ce qui veut dire que les
qualités propres à un médium donné peuvent se déplacer d'un milieu à un
autre) ; quant au secret, il débouche sur un questionnement des mutations
contemporaines du récit dans le milieu hypertextuel en pleine expansion.
• This paper focuses on what we could call narrative presence. Far from being
only a matter of verbal tense, narrative presencejinyolves a complex memory
that the teller recollects in a specific way: thajj-^Tthe secret. What is at stake,
therefore, is the close relationship between story, memory and secret. A reading
of Jean-Philippe Toussaint's L'appareil-photo will enable us to explore these
relationships. Indeed, L'appareil-photo introduces the idea that narrative memory
is not only intertextual but also intermedial (which means that given "medial"
qualities can migrate from one medium to another); as far as secret is concerned, it leads us to ponder over recent narrative mutations related to the
expansion of hypertext.
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Raconter : témoigner face au silence de la langue
ESTHER COHEN

• Cet article aborde le problème de la crise de la narration qui se produit
pendant la Première et Seconde Guerres mondiales, en s'appuyant sur les œuvres
de Primo Levi et Paul Celan, afin de déceler la réponse stratégique que l'on
peut donner à cette crise. Leur réponse consiste en un «amenuisement de la
langue » qui s'oppose à « l'abréviation du langage » propre au totalitarisme nazi.
• This article deals with the problem of the crisis of narration after the First
and Second World Wars. The thesis is supported by the reading of Primo Levi's
novels and Paul Celan's poetry, in order to see the strategic response they give
to this crisis. Their answer consists in a "thinning down" of the language, versus
the "abridgement" of the language in totalitarian nazism.

Des diables au seuil de la conscience moderne
BRUNO TR1B01JT

• Cet article tente d'éclairer un aspect de l'invention de la conscience moderne
à travers l'analyse détaillée d'un fragment des Mémoires de Retz (1613-1679).
Parce qu'elle connaît d'importantes mutations à l'époque moderne, l'expérience
de soi est médiatisée par d'intéressants dispositifs narratifs: ici, de façon originale, Retz fait entrer les diables dans un processus de figuration de l'espace
intérieur. Ainsi, «l'anecdote des capucins noirs» se présente comme le récit
allégorique d'une quête initiatique, dont le terme est atteint grâce au dispositif
oculaire qui « révulse » le regard et nous fait déboucher dans ce nouveau milieu
entre le monde et soi qu'est la conscience. Prisonnière de ses propres images
du monde et repliée sur elle-même, la conscience moderne n'apparaît pourtant
pas comme une conscience malheureuse, car son isolement lui impose la
tâche, infinie mais joyeuse, de se raconter elle-même par le truchement des
images.
• Through a detailed analysis of an excerpt taken from Cardinal de Retz's
Mémoires (1613-1679), this article attempts to illuminate an aspect of the invention of modern consciousness. As it underwent profound alteration in early
modern times, the experience of the self is expressed via interesting narrative

